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Tax Treatment of Branches of Foreign Law Firms
Established in Greece
by Theodoros I. Skouzos

Law firms that operate legally abroad with different
legal forms (such as a general partnership or a

limited liability partnership) have established branches
in Greece by virtue of article 12 of Presidential Decree
(PD) 152/2000. The question is, what is the tax treat-
ment of the profits of these branches?

The Piraeus Tax Office for S.A. Companies began
auditing branches of some public companies (S.A.
companies). The tax office served documents to a num-
ber of these branches, by which initially it requested
documents from their headquarters abroad, and sub-
sequently, it requested a preliminary hearing for a pur-
ported breach of the tax legislation for the non-
declaration and nonpayment of withholding tax on
income from securities. In some instances, the tax of-
fice also considered as a breach of the tax legislation
the failure of the branches to disclose the documents of
the headquarters as requested.

The audit originates from the following interpreta-
tion of the law adopted by the General Directorate of
Taxation of the Ministry of Finance:

the branches of foreign law firms that are estab-
lished in Greece by virtue of article 12 of PD
152/2000, regardless of the legal form under
which these law firms operate abroad, are treated
for Greek tax purposes as permanent establish-
ments of foreign businesses in Greece (branches)
and are subject to tax according to the provisions
of par. 1d of article 101 of the Income Tax Code.
As a result, the offices of English law firms are
taxed in Greece with a rate of 20 [percent]. Fur-

thermore, and given that these branches (offices)
do not have a legal personality, they cannot dis-
tribute their profits directly to their partners be-
cause the latter are considered as participating in
the headquarters, so any distribution to them will
be made totally from the head offices of the busi-
ness, which in this case is located in England.
Consequently, from the profits that are remitted
or credited from the said branches to the head-
quarters, tax is withheld [at] 21 or 25 [percent]
according to the time when the remittance or the
credit takes place, and the tax is paid following
the submission of a tax return within the follow-
ing month after the tax is withheld.1

This interpretation by the Ministry of Finance is
erroneous for the reasons listed below.

Legislative Framework
According to article 12 of PD 152/2000, one or

more lawyers who exercise the legal profession in
Greece with the professional title of their country of
origin and who are members or partners of a team of
lawyers in their country of origin may exercise their
professional activities collectively with a branch or of-
fice of their team in Greece. They must submit an ap-
plication to the Greek bar association in which they

1Document D12B1137423EX2011, dated Oct. 3, 2011, issued
by the Ministry of Finance — General Directorate of Taxation
and Customs.
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are registered together with a copy of the bylaws of
their team, duly certified by the competent authority,
and signed by all members who wish to be established
in Greece.

The approval for the operation of the branch is
granted by a resolution of the board of the competent
(Greek) bar association, following a written opinion of
one of its board members; the board of the bar asso-
ciation verifies whether the provisions of the statutes
are compatible with the provisions of PD 152/2000,
the code of advocates (Legislative Decree 3026/1954),
and other provisions relevant to the exercise of the le-
gal profession and the code of conduct. The approval
is not granted if, inter alia, the capital is partly or totally
held or the decision-making power in the team is by
law or in fact exercised by individuals or corporations
that do not possess the title of ‘‘advocate’’ as defined
in article 2 of PD 152/2000.

Article 2 provides a list of the original professional
titles of advocates in EU member states (solicitor, avo-
cat, rechtsanwalt, and so forth) that, of course, may
only be used by individuals. Notably, as provided by
articles 4 and 5 of PD 152/2000, the individual exer-
cise of the legal profession with the title of the country
of origin is also subject to the prior approval of the
competent bar association. In other words, the bar as-
sociation, after it has approved the exercise of the legal
profession by a foreign title holder, subsequently ap-
proves the right of a team of (already approved) law-
yers to collectively exercise the profession through a
branch in Greece of the foreign legal team.

Article 12 of PD 152/2000 provides that for the
publication formalities of administrative approval, its
dissolution, and the acquisition of its legal personality,
the provisions of PD 518/1989 are applicable. Also,
the provisions of PD 518/1989 are applicable for the
rules of the operation of the team in Greece that relate
to the obligations of the partners, the legal personality
of the team, its management/representation, the entry/
exit of members, the decision-making, the distribution
of profits and losses, the relationship with clients, and
the dissolution and winding up, as well as the tax
bookkeeping.

Subsequently, PD 518/1989 was replaced in its to-
tality by PD 81/2005, except for article 45, which re-
mains in force. The relevant provisions of PD 81/2005
are the following.

Article 2 (prohibition of participation of non-
lawyers):

The participation in a law firm of a corporation
or an individual who is not a lawyer is prohib-
ited; the participation in the profits of the firm of
a corporation or an individual who is not a law-
yer in consideration for capital or labor is also
prohibited.

Article 26 (annual distribution of company income):

The accounts of the management are finalized on
the 31st of December or the 30th of June each

year, according to the provision of the articles,
and the profits are distributed to the partners
within 3 months after the end of the accounting
year, save for a different agreement being in
place. Within the same deadline, the manager has
an obligation to deliver a management report to
the firm.

Finally, especially regarding bookkeeping, the provi-
sions of article 45 of PD 518/1989 remain in force
and apply for both Greek law firms and the branches
established by virtue of PD 152/2000. This article pro-
vides that:

in the last pages of the accounting books, at the
end of the tax year and at the latest within one
month after its closing, an analysis is recorded
containing the amount of net profits which is
attributable to each partner, according to the Ar-
ticles of the firm and the resolutions of the part-
ners.

Conclusion
As it is clear from the above-mentioned provisions,

the licensing of a branch of a foreign law firm in
Greece requires an advance ruling by the bar associa-
tion that each individual member who will participate
in the Greek branch has been approved for the indi-
vidual exercise of the legal profession. This procedure
is conducted each time a partner enters or exits the
Greek branch and relevant entries are registered in the
special book of law firms kept by the bar association.

Furthermore, PD 152/2000 refers to the acquisition
of legal personality by the team established in Greece,
with an express reference to the definition of article 7
of PD 81/2005, which states that a law firm acquires
legal personality upon its registration in the special
books of law firms kept by the competent bar associa-
tion. On the other hand, according to the definition
provided by article 2 of PD 152/2000, the term
‘‘team’’ is considered any union of persons with or
without a legal personality that has been established
according to the law of a member state, within which
team the lawyers exercise their professional activity
collectively and under a common name.

So, contrary to the position of the ministry, the
Greek branches of PD 152/2000 do have a legal per-
sonality, while it is irrelevant whether their foreign
teams of origin do or do not. In any case, the Greek
entity is formed only by those members of the foreign
team who wish to establish it, and for each one of
them a process must have been followed under which
his capacity to act as an advocate is individually exam-
ined.

In conclusion, I believe that distribution of profits
may take place only among the partners (individuals)
who are established in Greece and who collectively
form the branch, and distribution of profits to the team
of origin is prohibited. This conclusion is reached:
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• from the express reference to the provisions that
are applicable to ordinary Greek law firms;

• because the legislature has excluded the possibility
that any legal entity or individual who is not an
advocate participates directly or indirectly in the
profits; and

• indirectly because the lawyers who are members
of the Greek branch are not necessarily partners
of the foreign entity.

According to the above, the branches of foreign law
firms established in Greece by virtue of PD 152/2000
are taxed in the same way as ordinary Greek law firms,
that is, according to article 10 of the Income Tax
Code, as amended by article 3 of law 4110/2013. ◆
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